Possessive pronouns are used to describe something that belongs to another person or thing. Examples:
I went to her house. (The house belongs to her).
He felt a sting on his arm. (The sting belongs to him).

Directions: Circle the correct missing possessive noun. Next, rewrite sentence correctly.

1) He was bitten on his/her leg by a mosquito.
______________________________________________________________________________

2) A male worker bee stores their/mine honey in the honeycomb.
______________________________________________________________________________

3) A kiwi is so heavy; it causes its/your tree to bend down towards the ground.
______________________________________________________________________________

4) His/Their sock was missing from drawer.
______________________________________________________________________________

5) Mine/Their team loss the basketball game during the last few minutes of the game.
______________________________________________________________________________

6) The cat was missing him/his owner.
______________________________________________________________________________

7) The gum melted in her/its wrapper.
______________________________________________________________________________

8) The man went to him/his mailbox.
______________________________________________________________________________

9) The cake was made for they/their party.
______________________________________________________________________________

10) The laptop was mine/my, first.
______________________________________________________________________________